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the  
collection



It was found that modern ways of working, socialising and 
networking demanded another level of comfort, design and 
vibe, so we made a careful selection of products here for 
that purpose.

Hospitality is everywhere, in the workspace, in retail, in 
commercial and hospitality venues. With our background 
in design and delivering many international projects for the 
F&B sector we decided to make a great range of design led, 
fit for purpose with many customisations available to the 
wider market... Table Place Chairs_

Table Place Chairs is an inspired 
range of furniture that has been 
designed for the community culture. 
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Blackpool Coffee Table, Epsom

TPC-4106-0215
Iconic wire frame coffee table with a solid Oak round top. 
450mm high 600mm dia

450

600 600

Blackpool Coffee Table, Firenze

TPC-4106-0216
Iconic wire frame coffee table with an Oak plank and metal 
edge round top. 450mm high 600mm dia

450

600 600

Blackpool Coffee Table, Queenstown 

TPC-4106-0218
Iconic wire frame coffee table with a Copper round top. 
450mm high 600mm dia

450

600 600

Blackpool Coffee Table, Bianco

TPC-4106-0217
Iconic wire frame coffee table with a carrara marble 
laminate with brass edge round top.  
450mm high 600mm dia 450

600 600
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Jack Coffee Table, Queenstown

TPC-4106-3360

A coffee table with a copper top on a steel frame, perfect for 
the coffee lounges. 520mm high 600mm dia

Jack Coffee Table, Epsom

TPC-4105-0383

Steel frame coffee table with a wooden table top from Oak. 
Distinct character with an industrial style.  
520mm high 600mm dia

Jack Coffee Table, Queenstown

TPC-4106-3359

A coffee table with a copper top on a steel frame, perfect for 
the coffee lounges. 450mm high 600mm dia

Jack Coffee Table, Epsom

TPC-4105-0382 

Steel frame coffee table with a wooden table top from Oak. 
Distinct character with an industrial style. 
450mm high 600mm dia

520

600 600

450

600 600

520

600 600

450

600 600

Jack Coffee Table, Firenze

TPC-4106-0219 

Steel frame coffee table with a wooden table top from Oak. 
Distinct character with an industrial style. 
450mm high 600mm dia 450

600 600

Jack Coffee Table, Firenze

TPC-4106-0220

Steel frame coffee table with a wooden table top from Oak. 
Distinct character with an industrial style. 
520mm high 600mm dia 520

600 600

7
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Oswald Coffee Table, Bianco

TPC-4106-0118
Coffee table Marmo Bianco carrara effect laminate top with 
brushed brass effect edges, bent rod legs. Metal in a raw 
lacquered steel or powder coated finish.  
290mm high 600mm dia

290

600 600

Oswald Coffee Table, Bianco

TPC-4106-0116
Coffee table Marmo Bianco carrara effect laminate top with 
brushed brass effect edges, bent rod legs. Metal in a raw 
lacquered steel or powder coated finish. 
440mm high 600mm dia

440

600 600

Jack Coffee Table, Bianco

TPC-4105-0286

Jack Coffee Table with a Marmo Bianco laminate marble top 
and brass effect edges. 520mm high 600mm dia

Jack Coffee Table, Bianco

TPC-4105-0285

Jack Coffee Table with a Marmo Bianco laminate marble top 
and brass effect edges. 450mm high 600mm dia

520

600 600

450

600 600
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Oswald Coffee Table, Epsom

TPC-4105-0277
Coffee table Inspired from industrial and mid century 
themes with a mixture of wood and metal. Solid Oak Epsom 
top with bent rod legs. Metal in a raw lacquered steel finish. 
440mm high 600mm dia

440

600 600

Oswald Coffee Table, Firenze

TPC-4106-0059
Coffee table Inspired from industrial and mid century 
themes with a mixture of wood and metal. Oak top with 
distressed finish set in a metal frame with bent rod legs. 
Metal in a raw lacquered steel finish. 
290mm high 600mm dia

290

600 600

Oswald Coffee Table, Firenze

TPC-4106-0058
Coffee table Inspired from industrial and mid century 
themes with a mixture of wood and metal. Oak top with 
distressed finish set in a metal frame with bent rod legs. 
Metal in a raw lacquered steel finish.  
440mm high 600mm dia

440

600 600

Oswald Coffee Table, Queenstown

TPC-4106-0117
Coffee table Inspired from industrial and mid century 
themes, aged Copper wrapped top with bent rod legs. Metal 
in a raw lacquered steel finish. 290mm high 600mm dia 290

600 600

Oswald Coffee Table, Queenstown

TPC-4106-0115
Coffee table Inspired from industrial and mid century 
themes, aged Copper wrapped top with bent rod legs. Metal 
in a raw lacquered steel finish. 450mm high 600mm dia 450

600 600

Oswald Coffee Table, Epsom

TPC-4105-0278
Coffee table Inspired from industrial and mid century 
themes with a mixture of wood and metal. Solid Oak Epsom 
top with bent rod legs. Metal in a raw lacquered steel finish. 
290mm high 600mm dia

290

600 600
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Penny Side Table

TPC-4106-0214
Circular solid Oak wooden dining table with a Y base detail 
to the leg frame. Can be stained to one of our standard 
colours or painted to any RAL colour. 
600mm high 600mm dia

600

600 600

Penny Coffee Table

TPC-4106-0028
Circular solid Oak wooden coffee table with a Y base detail 
to the leg frame. Can be stained to one of our standard 
colours or painted to any RAL colour. 
450mm high 600mm dia

450

600 600

Mel Dining Table - 1600x750mm

TPC-4105-0193
Scandi design table that comes as part of our Mel family. 
The rounded edges brings in the softer qualities where 
dining or working can be enjoyed. Manufactured from Oak 
and can be stained in our standard finishes.

740

750 1600

Mel Dining Table - 2400x800mm

TPC-4105-0693
Scandi design table that comes as part of our Mel family. 
The rounded edges brings in the softer qualities where 
dining or working can be enjoyed. Manufactured from Oak 
and can be stained in our standard finishes.

740

800 2400

Montague Dining Table

TPC-4106-0094
Metal box frame table structure with solid Oak top. Dining 
height table can be stained to any stain with a standard RAL 
colour to the frame. 700

700 1200

Montague Bar Table

TPC-4105-0195
Metal box frame table structure with solid Oak top. Poseur 
height table can be stained to any stain with a standard RAL 
colour to the frame. 1050

700 1200
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1  |  choose your top x frame
double pack

a frame
double pack

u frame
double pack

Have as much power, USB charge, HDMI, or data as you need in a flip module. 
See pages 19-23 for options.

Please inform of your country when ordering, due to different power module requirements.

Firenze
Character oak planks (choose stain)  
in a steel frame (choose ral).

1800 x 1200 x 40   

2400 x 1200 x 40

Hampstead
Solid Oak veneer (choose stain).

1800 x 1200 x 40 

2400 x 1200 x 40

Miami
Oak planks (choose stain) with plywood 
edge and 50mm rad corners.

1800 x 1200 x 38 
2400 x 1200 x 38

Bianco
Honed carrara effect, laminate with 
brass edge and 50mm rad corners.

1800 x 1200 x 40 

2400 x 1200 x 40

Venice
Super matt laminate with ply wood 
effect, abs edge and 50mm rad corners.

1800 x 1200 x 40 

2400 x 1200 x 40

Moreno
An Oak plank with wooden border edge.

1800 x 1200 x 40 

2400 x 1200 x 40

2  |  choose your legs

3  |  choose your power

Co-create table
The co-create table range is a simple, 
structural, sharing table concept. 
Choose from a raw lacquered finish or 
a standard RAL colour. Base can be 
powder coated in any standard RAL 
colour.

Note: legs come in standard black colour  
(other colours available on request - there may a price increase)
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Aircharge Unit

TPC-9105-0015
A wireless surface phone charger pre-installed to your 
tabletop from Aircharge.

Brass Fixed Table Lamp 

TPC-9104-0018
Co-Create Brass Fixed Table Lamp and Shade, shade 
available in Taupe or Black as standard.

Power Block Extended USB 3m

TPC-9107-0328
Power block that is a great addition to your table set up, has 
sockets and USB points.

For accessories see next page

add table top  
mounted lamp

add aircharge 
wireless charging

4  |  choose your accessories
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Power Flip 4 Black

TPC-9105-0020
Co-Create Power Flip 4 black sockets power table top fitting

Power Flip 4 Silver

TPC-9105-0021
Co-Create Power Flip 4 silver sockets power table top fitting

Power Flip 4 White

TPC-9105-0022
Co-Create Power Flip 4 white sockets power table top fitting 

Power Flip 3 Black

TPC-9105-0017
Co-Create Power Flip 3 black sockets power table top fitting

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

Power Flip 3 Silver

TPC-9105-0018
Co-Create Power Flip 3 silver sockets power table top fitting

Power Flip 3 White

TPC-9105-0019
Co-Create Power Flip 3 white sockets power table top fitting 
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Power Flip 6 Black

TPC-9105-0026
Co-Create Power Flip 6 black sockets power table top fitting

Power Flip 6 Silver

TPC-9105-0027
Co-Create Power Flip 6 silver sockets power table top fitting

Power Flip 6 White

TPC-9105-0028
Co-Create Power Flip 6 white sockets power table top fitting 

Power Flip 5 Black

TPC-9105-0023
Co-Create Power Flip 5 black sockets power table top fitting

Power Flip 5 Silver

TPC-9105-0024
Co-Create Power Flip 5 silver sockets power table top fitting

Power Flip 5 White

TPC-9105-0025
Co-Create Power Flip 5 white sockets power table top fitting 

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.

All modules can have a choice of power or data, 
please specify when ordering.
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Soda Zinc Bar

TPC-4108-0033
A high table that you can work, eat or mingle round with a 
drink. Comes with a Steel leg frame and a Zinc industrial 
finish top. 1050

700 2050

Soda Firenze

TPC-4105-0737
A high table that you can work, eat or mingle round with a 
drink. Comes with a Steel leg frame and an Oak and metal 
top. 1050

700 2050
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Wigwam
(1880x950) with black 
frame & oak top

Wigwam 
(1880x950) with black 
frame & top

TPC-4105-0783 TPC-4105-0784
2200

950 1880

2200

950 1880#MakeAStatement with our WigWam sharing 
table, designed for Table Place Chairs. A fun, 
quirky addition to any agile office or co-working 
space, designed to be a great statement piece.

Consist of 3 x LED light bulbs, Remote light switch, 

6 x power sockets & 4 x USB charging points.
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Wigwam 
(1880x950) with Natural  
oak frame and black top

Wigwam 
(2480x950) with Natural  
oak frame & top

Wigwam 
(2480x950) with black 
frame & top

TPC-4105-0785 TPC-4105-0795

TPC-4105-0793

2200

950 1880

2200

950 2480

Wigwam 
(2480x950) with Natural  
oak frame and black top

TPC-4105-0794
2200

950 2480

Wigwam 
(2480x950) with black frame  
and oak top

TPC-4105-0792
2200

950 2480

2200

950 2480

Wigwam 
(1880x950) with Natural  
oak frame & top

TPC-4105-0786
2200

950 1880
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Bianco 1800 x 1200mm

TPC-3108-0536
Marmo Bianco laminate with Brass Edge laminate 50mm 
rad corners. 30mm thick 1800x1200

30

1200 1800

Bianco 2400 x 1200mm

TPC-3108-0537
Marmo Bianco laminate with Brass Edge laminate 50mm 
rad corners. 30mm thick 2400x1200

30

1200 2400

Epsom 1200 x 700mm

TPC-3109-0638
The Epsom is a solid Oak table top that has warmth and 
character. Perfect for dining and having a coffee.

32

700 1200

Tabletops on a single base are very popular 
for dining spaces and small networking tables, 
here we have a range of table tops that can be 
fixed to a single pedestal base which are shown 
on the following pages. Pick your top, pick your 
base!

Table Tops and 
Table Bases
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Firenze 1200 x 700mm

TPC-3109-0303
An industrial style table top featuring a steel frame and a 
planked Oak table top. Looks great with a distressed finish.

40

700 1200

Firenze 1800 x 1200mm

TPC-3109-1451
An industrial style table top featuring a steel frame and a 
planked Oak table top. Looks great with a distressed finish.

40

1200 1800

Firenze 2400 x 1200mm

TPC-3109-1518
An industrial style table top featuring a steel frame and a 
planked Oak table top. Looks great with a distressed finish.

40

1200 2400

Epsom Round 600mm

TPC-3109-0087
The Epsom is a solid Oak table top that has warmth and 
character. Perfect for dining and having a coffee.

32

600

Epsom 700 x 700mm

TPC-3109-0091
The Epsom is a solid Oak table top that has warmth and 
character. Perfect for dining and having a coffee.

Epsom Round 900mm 

TPC-3109-0078
The Epsom is a solid Oak table top that has warmth and 
character. Perfect for dining and having a coffee.

32

900

32

700 700
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Hampstead 1800 x 1200mm

TPC-3109-1677
An Oak solid butcher block table top stained in any stain, 
practical, durable and perfect for dining and working. 

40

1200 1800

Hampstead 2400 x 1200mm

TPC-3109-1678
An Oak solid butcher block table top stained in any stain, 
practical, durable and perfect for dining and working. 

40

1200 2400

Miami 1800 x 1200mm

TPC-3108-0535
An Oak plank featured table top set on Birch ply with 
exposed and finished edges. A smoked finish as standard.

40

1200 1800

Firenze Round 650mm

TPC-3108-0639
An industrial style table top featuring a steel frame and a 
planked Oak table top. Looks great with a distressed finish.

40

650

Firenze 700 x 700mm

TPC-3109-1122
An industrial style table top featuring a steel frame and a 
planked Oak table top. Looks great with a distressed finish.

40

700 700

Firenze Round 900mm

TPC-3109-0306
An industrial style table top featuring a steel frame and a 
planked Oak table top. Looks great with a distressed finish.

40

900
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Tuscany 1200 x 700

TPC-3111-0128
A solid Carrara marble table top with a real brushed brass 
edge. A classic feel to any dining area.

40

700 1200

Queenstown Round 900mm

TPC-3115-0120
A classic Copper wrapped table top that can be finished 
with a patina aged finish. Bring some natural warmth in with 
this table. 40

900

Queenstown 1200 x 700mm

TPC-3115-0039
A classic Copper wrapped table top that can be finished 
with a patina aged finish. Bring some natural warmth in with 
this table. 40

700 1200

Queenstown 700 x 700mm

TPC-3115-0021
A classic Copper wrapped table top that can be finished 
with a patina aged finish. Bring some natural warmth in with 
this table. 40

700 700

Queenstown Round 600mm

TPC-3108-0672
A classic Copper wrapped table top that can be finished 
with a patina aged finish. Bring some natural warmth in with 
this table. 40

900

Tuscany 700 x 700mm

TPC-3111-0074
A solid Carrara marble table top with a real brushed brass 
edge. A classic feel to any dining area.

40

700 700
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San Telmo 700 x 1200mm

TPC-3109-0575
An Oak timber top mounted on a steel box frame. Standard 
stains available for the timber and steel frame in any 
standard RAL or raw lacquered steel. 52

1200 700

Venice 2400 x 1200mm

TPC-3108-0539
Venice Fenix Matt Laminate Table Top (2400x1200mm) / 
Plywood Effect Edging with 50mm Radius Corners - 38mm 
Thick by Table Place Chairs 40

1200 2400

Venice round 800mm

TPC-3108-0141
Fenix Matt laminate table tops with timber edge detail. 
Standard laminate colour and edge stained in a UHS colour.

40

800

Tuscany Round 900mm

TPC-3111-0014
A solid Carrara marble table top with a real brushed brass 
edge. A classic feel to any dining area.

40

900

Venice 1800 x 1200mm

TPC-3108-0538
Venice with Fenix Matt Laminate Table Top (1800x1200mm) 
/ Plywood Effect Edging with 50mm Radius Corners - 38mm 
Thick by Table Place Chairs 40

1200 1800

Tuscany Round 600mm

TPC-3108-0712
A solid Carrara marble table top with a real brushed brass 
edge. A classic feel to any dining area.

40

600
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Seattle 800 x 800mm

TPC-3115-0032
A zinc wrapped table top that can be distressed with a 
patina finish to different levels, creating an aged feel. The 
zinc looks better and more authentic over time and is great 
for an industrial designed space.

40

800 800

Seattle Round  800mm

TPC-3108-0681
A zinc wrapped table top that can be distressed with a 
patina finish to different levels, creating an aged feel. The 
zinc looks better and more authentic over time and is great 
for an industrial designed space.

40

800

Seattle 700 x 1200mm

TPC-3109-0231
A zinc wrapped table top that can be distressed with a 
patina finish to different levels, creating an aged feel. The 
zinc looks better and more authentic over time and is great 
for an industrial designed space.

TBA

1200 700

San Telmo 800 x 800mm

TPC-3109-8062
An Oak timber top mounted on a steel box frame. Standard 
stains available for the timber and steel frame in any 
standard RAL or raw lacquered steel. 52

800 800

Seattle 700 x 700mm

TPC-3115-0031
A zinc wrapped table top that can be distressed with a 
patina finish to different levels, creating an aged feel. The 
zinc looks better and more authentic over time and is great 
for an industrial designed space.

40

700 700
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Mill Smoked

TPC-3004-0047
External table tops from a composite to look like wood. Has 
a 5 year warranty and is weather and cigarette proof. 40

700 700

Mill Coppered

TPC-4008-6699
External table tops from a composite to look like wood. Has 
a 5 year warranty and is weather and cigarette proof. 40

700 700

Mill Golden

TPC-4008-6700 

External table tops from a composite to look like wood. Has 
a 5 year warranty and is weather and cigarette proof.

40

700 700

Mill Limed

TPC-3004-0046
External table tops from a composite to look like wood. Has 
a 5 year warranty and is weather and cigarette proof. 40

700 700

The mill table is a very popular product for 
outdoor dining, team this with the Adaptable 
base that includes a folding top so you can 
flip the top and stack away.

The Mill Table Tops
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Beta (3-legged) Large Bar Base

TPC-2108-8028
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 700 x 700, 800 dia 1000

540 540

Beta (3-legged) Large Coffee Base

TPC-2108-0363
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 700 x 700, 800 dia 370

540 540

Beta (3-legged) Large Dining Base

TPC-2108-8828
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 700 x 700, 800 dia 730

540 540

Beta (3-legged) Small Bar Base

TPC-2108-0352
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 600 x 600, 700 dia 1000

400 400

Beta (3-legged) Small Coffee Base

TPC-2106-0021
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 600 x 600, 700 dia 370

400 400

Adaptable base

TPC-2008-0007
adapTable pedestal in black with fliptop mechanism. Folding 
and stacking zero wobble base.  
Maximum size top: 700 x 700, 800 dia 700

600 600

Non-
wobble
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Beta (3-legged) Small Dining Base

TPC-2108-0028
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 600 x 600, 700 dia 730

400 400

Beta (4-legged) Large Bar Base

TPC-2108-0101
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 700 x 700, 800 dia 1000

540 540

Beta (4-legged) Large Coffee Base

TPC-2108-0351
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 700 x 700, 800 dia 370

540 540

Beta (4-legged) Large Dining Base

TPC-2108-0100
A classy table base with clean lines, powdercoated steel 
finish available in standard RAL colours. 
Maximum size top: 700 x 700, 800 dia 730

540 540

Column Bar

TPC-2108-8000
Steel industrial column base that has fixing points for floor 
fixing.

1000

230 230

Column Coffee

TPC-2106-8000
Steel industrial column base that has fixing points for floor 
fixing.

450

230 230
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Column Dining

TPC-2108-0270
Steel industrial column base that has fixing points for floor 
fixing.

700

230 230

In-Base Round Large Bar

TPC-2104-2301
Steel round table base with circular floor base. 
Powdercoated black as standard. 
Maximum size top: 1000 x 100, 1200 dia 1060

600 600

In-Base Round Large Coffee 

TPC-3109-0596
Steel round table base with circular floor base. 
Powdercoated black as standard. 
Maximum size top: 1000 x 100, 1200 dia 450

600 600

In-Base Round Large Dining

TPC-2104-2201
Steel round table base with circular floor base. 
Powdercoated black as standard. 
Maximum size top: 1000 x 100, 1200 dia 720

600 600

In-Base Round Small Bar 

TPC-2104-2001
Steel round table base with circular floor base. 
Powdercoated black as standard. 
Maximum size top: 750 x 750, 800 dia 1060

400 400

In-Base Round Small Coffee 

TPC-2104-2101
Steel round table base with circular floor base. 
Powdercoated black as standard. 
Maximum size top: 750 x 750, 800 dia 450

400 400
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In-Base Round Small Dining

TPC-2104-1901
Steel round table base with circular floor base. 
Powdercoated black as standard. 
Maximum size top: 750 x 750, 800 dia 720

400 400

Promenade Dining Small

TPC-2104-0010
Promenade table base sand blasted cast-iron structure. 
Available powder coated in any standard RAL colour. 
Maximum size top: 700 x 700, 800 dia 730

430 430
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PLACE_ 
hotel lounge
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PLACE_university 
campus
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PLACE_coworking 
space
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Ikon Shelving
A modular shelving system that has endless configurations.  
As standard this comes with a Matt Black metal frame, Oak 

veneered plywood shelves that can be stained in any standard 
stain. Add back, and sides to create storage boxes in whichever 

way you want. The system works with a starter unit, an 
intermediate and end unit.

Add shelves, back and sides:

single  
shelf

single  
back

single  
sides (pack)
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IKON 3 A

IKON 3 C

IKON 3 B

IKON 3 D

TPC-IKON3BL-A

TPC-IKON3BL-C

TPC-IKON3BL-B

TPC-IKON3BL-D

842

381 781

842

381 781

842

381 781

842

381 781

IKON 2 A
Stand alone Stand alone

Run-on Run-on

Starter Starter

End End
IKON 2 C

IKON 2 B

IKON 2 D

TPC-IKON2BL-A

TPC-IKON2BL-C

TPC-IKON2BL-B

TPC-IKON2BL-D

461

381 781

461

381 781

461

381 781

461

381 781

All prices stated include for the frames only, shelves 
and accessories are additional. See page 36
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IKON 5 A

IKON 5 C

IKON 5 B

IKON 5 D

TPC-IKON5BL-A

TPC-IKON5BL-C

TPC-IKON5BL-B

TPC-IKON5BL-D

1604

381 781

1604

381 781

1604

381 781

1604

381 781

IKON 4 A

IKON 4 C

IKON 4 B

IKON 4 D

TPC-IKON4BL-A

TPC-IKON4BL-C

TPC-IKON4BL-B

TPC-IKON4BL-D

1223

381 781

1223

381 781

1223

381 781

1223

381 781

Stand alone Stand alone

Run-on Run-on

Starter Starter

End End

All prices stated include for the frames only, shelves 
and accessories are additional. See page 36
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IKON SHELF 
& BACK

IKON 
SHELF KIT

IKON  
SIDE

TPC-IKON-WOOD-SHELF&BACK

Stained in any standard stain. Stained in any standard stain.

TPC-IKONBL-SHELF-KIT

TPC-IKON-WOOD-SIDE

20

381 781

20

381 781

IKON 6 A

IKON 6 C

IKON 6 B

IKON 6 D

TPC-IKON6BL-A

TPC-IKON6BL-C

TPC-IKON6BL-B

TPC-IKON6BL-D

1985

381 781

1985

381 781

1985

381 781

1985

381 781

Stand alone Stand alone

Run-on

Starter Starter

End

All prices stated include for the frames only, shelves 
and accessories are additional. See page 36
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RAW Bleacher Boxes
A fantastic stacking box system that creates stages, 
seating platforms and touchdown spaces. Derived 
from the sports bleachers to watch the game, however 
these are great for team meetings or just creating that 
agile working space. Manufactured from Beech ply and 
can include removable seat pads.

Stack.Sit.Work.Meet - feel good

Creating Social Impact and 
doing Good with Wood…

Why use our RAW boxes?

Our RAW boxes are made from recycled and reclaimed 
timber all manufactured by a team who support people 
from our communities who face prejudice and barriers to 
work. Over 85% of the team will be striving to succeed in 
the face of issues such as physical or learning difficulties, 
mental health illness, recovery from addiction and criminal 
histories.

TPC-9106-0129

TPC-9106-0128

TPC-9106-0126

TPC-9106-0124

TPC-9106-0125

TPC-9106-0127

RAW Box Single 
Upholstered seat pad

RAW Box Double 
with side cut out

RAW Box Double with 2x 
upholstered seat pad

RAW Box Single

RAW Box Double

RAW Box Double with one 
upholstered seat pad
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Ascot Chair

TPC-1110-0413
A classic dining armchair with comfort and style. Add 
studding and buttons for an elegant looking design. See 
our standard stains and fabric selections to complete 
your customisation.

800

555 535

505

Bennett Side Chair

TPC-1110-0233
A stacking Oak frame chair with a curved back 
upholstered seat and back pad. Available in our 
standard finishes and fabrics. 790

570 530

480

Clover Side Chair

TPC-1110-8229
A classic style dining chair with that 60’s feel. Oak 
veneered seat and back on an Oak frame.

580

500 445

450

Clover Side Chair 

TPC-1110-0234
A classic style dining chair with that 60’s feel. 
Upholstered seat and back in a standard fabric or 
leather. 580

500 445

450

Clarkson SRT Chair

TPC-1108-0013
The Clarkson chair is a revival of the retro outdoor chair. 
The tubular steel framework and hardwood slats were 
originally the territory of bistro chairs but can now be 
found everywhere across the commercial furniture world. 
The frame is available in almost any colour via powder 
coat and the hardwood slats are available in multiple 
stains. Lightweight striking and a timeless classic the 
Clarkson is on the up and will be seen everywhere.

830

520 515

455
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Cosy Cult Chair

TPC-1110-0510
A designer chair with back built on a steel tubular 
base ensuring both style and a sturdy item of 
contract furniture. The Cosy Cult Chair comes with an 
upholstered seat and back as standard (all standard 
fabrics available) and is a striking piece of bar furniture. 

760

580 580

500

Dune All Black (stock line)

TPC-1118-0050
#MakeAStatement with our Dune stacking chair, 
designed for Table Place Chairs_. If you are looking for 
a stacking dining chair with a wooden seat and back, the 
Dune stacking chair is the best option you can have.

800

530 460

460

Dune, Upholstered Seat & Back

TPC-1118-0045
#MakeAStatement with our Dune stacking chair, 
designed for Table Place Chairs_. If you are looking for 
a stacking dining chair with a upholstered wooden seat 
and upholstered back, the Dune stacking chair is the 
best option you can have.

800

530 460

470

Dune, Upholstered Seat Wood Back

TPC-1118-0044
#MakeAStatement with our Dune stacking chair, 
designed for Table Place Chairs_. If you are looking 
for a stacking dining chair with a upholstered seat and 
wooden back, the Dune stacking chair is the best option 
you can have.

800

530 460

470

Cosy Cult Chair Cosy Cult Barstool
See page 66

Cosy Cult Studio
See page 66
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Dune Stacking Chair Custom

TPC-1109-0320
#MakeAStatement with our Dune stacking chair, 
designed by UHS Studio. If you are looking for a 
stacking dining chair with a customised wooden seat, 
back and frame, the Dune stacking chair is the best 
option you can have. Customise this product to your 
design.

800

530 460

460

Dune white frame/oak seat (Stock Line)

TPC-1118-0051
#MakeAStatement with our Dune stacking chair, 
designed by UHS Studio. If you are looking for a 
stacking dining chair with a wooden seat and back, the 
Dune stacking chair is the best option you can have. 
White frame with oak seat and back.

800

530 460

460

Hula Side Chair

TPC-1109-4000
Classic design spindle back chair manufactured from a 
Beech frame. Available in stained or lacquered finishes 
or to any standard RAL colour. Can be customised to 
your specification.

840

460 420

460

Hula Side Chair with Upholstered  
Seat Pad

TPC-1109-8011
Classic design spindle back chair manufactured from 
a Beech frame with an upholstered seat pad. Available 
in stained or lacquered finishes or to any standard RAL 
colour. Can be customised to your specification.

840

460 420

480

Compton Armchair
See page 57
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Joanna

TPC-1110-0099
The Joanna Armchair is classic addition to any dining 
room. This chair features an upholstered seat and arms 
finished with a wooden leg frame in a standard stain. 760

570 600

450

Tagg Side Chair

TPC-1108-0061
If you’re looking for a great quality of versatile contract chair 
then look no further- the Tagg side chair comes with brushed 
steel framework and a wooden seat back and legs, perfect 
for the dining space of your restaurant. This contract chair 
is a tough and stylish answer to the needs of the contract 
furniture and commercial furniture worlds. Customisable in 
dozens of different combinations the Tagg side chair can slip 
into any environment with ease.

880

515 440

460

Jay Highback Armchair

TPC-1108-0027
A high back spindle armchair with artisanal style and 
superb quality for contract use. Available in any RAL 
colour or in a standard woodstain finish. 1080

540 520

450

Tagg Side Chair Upholstered Seat

TPC-1109-0177
If you’re looking for a great quality of versatile contract chair 
then look no further- the Tagg side chair comes with brushed 
steel framework and a wooden seat back and legs, perfect 
for the dining space of your restaurant. This contract chair 
is a tough and stylish answer to the needs of the contract 
furniture and commercial furniture worlds. Customisable in 
dozens of different combinations the Tagg side chair can slip 
into any environment with ease.

800

530 430

480

Jay Highback Armchair  
Upholstered seat pad

TPC-1109-8012
A high back spindle armchair with seat pad, artisanal 
style and superb quality for contract use. Available in 
any RAL colour or in a standard woodstain finish, seat 
pad upholstered in a standard fabric.

1080

540 520

470

Cylinder Pouff
See page 72

London Banquette
See page 58
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Kite Chair

TPC-1111-0012
An iconic design with swooping curves and definitive angles 
that makes this high back dining chair a great statement 
piece. Suitable for a wide range of bars, cafes and dining 
areas, the Kite dining room chair is an example of true 
excellence. With its blend of contemporary and retro styling, 
this dining chair is the perfect performer if you would like a 
dash of industrial sophistication to your restaurant or cafe. 
Customise this chair by choosing a RAL colour on the frame, 
and wood stain on the seat and back. Make your chair one of 
a kind by adding a seat and back pad in any fabric or leather.

795

500 480

470

Kite Chair Upholstered Seat

TPC-1110-0601
An iconic design with swooping curves and definitive angles 
that makes this high back dining chair a great statement 
piece. Suitable for a wide range of bars, cafes and dining 
areas, the Kite dining room chair is an example of true 
excellence. With its blend of contemporary and retro styling, 
this dining chair is the perfect performer if you would like a 
dash of industrial sophistication to your restaurant or cafe. 
Customise this chair by choosing a RAL colour on the frame, 
and wood stain on the seat and back. Make your chair one of 
a kind by adding a seat and back pad in any fabric or leather.

770

490 490

480

Kite Chair Upholstered Seat & Back

TPC-1110-0600
An iconic design with swooping curves and definitive angles 
that makes this high back dining chair a great statement 
piece. Suitable for a wide range of bars, cafes and dining 
areas, the Kite dining room chair is an example of true 
excellence. With its blend of contemporary and retro styling, 
this dining chair is the perfect performer if you would like a 
dash of industrial sophistication to your restaurant or cafe. 
Customise this chair by choosing a RAL colour on the frame, 
and wood stain on the seat and back. Make your chair one of 
a kind by adding a seat and back pad in any fabric or leather.

770

490 490

480

Kite Chair
Co-create table

See page 11
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Mel Bench Upholstered Seat & Veneer Back 

TPC-1108-9777
An elegant bench with a beech wood frame. The Mel 
bench fits well with restaurant furniture either with its 
sister chair or with any variety of restaurant chairs. The 
additional legs lend it stability whilst maintaining a sleek 
appearance. As with all our contract furniture the Mel 
bench is available in a wide range of stains and solid 
colours no matter where you need it to go the Mel will 
find a way to look right.

790

510 1200

480

Melanie Bench

TPC-1108-0136
Scandi design bench that comes as part of our Mel 
family. Works well with the table in a restaurant or 
workspace. Can be stained in our standard finishes and 
upholstered in our standard fabrics.

790

510 1200

480

Mel Side Chair

TPC-1108-0023
An elegant side chair with a beech wood frame. The 
Mel chair fits well with restaurant furniture either with 
its sister bench or with any variety of restaurant chairs. 
Available in any standard stains.

785

505 455

480

Mel Side Chair with Upholstered Seat Pad

TPC-1108-0024
An elegant side chair with a beech wood frame. The 
Mel chair fits well with restaurant furniture either with its 
sister bench or with any variety of restaurant chairs. Can 
be stained or coloured in any standard stain and the 
seat pad upholstered in standard fabrics.

785

505 455

480

Mel Side Chair Stacking

TPC-1109-3900
The Mel Stacking Chair is an elegant side chair designed 
with a beech wood frame. This stackable wooden dining 
room chair fits well with restaurant furniture either with its 
sister bench or with any variety of restaurant chairs. 

780

490 490

480

Mel Side Chair with upholstered  
Seatpad & Backpad

TPC-1110-0252
The Mel Chair is an elegant side chair designed with a beech 
wood frame. This stackable wooden dining room chair fits well 
with restaurant furniture either with its sister bench or with any 
variety of restaurant chairs.

780

490 490

480
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Mel Side Chair Stacking with  
Upholstered Seatpad

TPC-1110-0070
The Mel Stacking Chair is an elegant side chair designed 
with a beech wood frame. This stackable wooden dining 
room chair fits well with restaurant furniture either with its 
sister bench or with any variety of restaurant chairs.

780

490 490

480
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Salsa Chair Black

TPC-K31109-0282
A spindle back dining chair for that more Italian kitchen 
look. Great finished in black for that striking look. 
Manufactured from Beech. 860

450 460

460

Vinci Chair Black

TPC-1110-0075
Classic design curved spindle back. Beech wood frame 
that can be stained or finished in any colour.

760

510 615

480

Moda Armchair 

TPC-1011-0031
Metal framed armchair suitable for indoors and outdoors. 
Has a retro flair and is available powdercoated to any 
RAL colour. Seat cushion can be added. 760

540 570

480

Moda Armchair  
with Upholstered Seat Pad

TPC-1011-0031
Metal framed armchair suitable for indoors and outdoors. 
Has a retro flair and is available powdercoated to any 
RAL colour. Seat cushion can be added. 760

540 570

450

Amor Dining Chair

TPC-1110-0155
Curved back upholstered side chair for dining and 
meeting rooms. High quality upholstery with Beech 
stained legs and patented ‘Strukta’ integral frame.

- Brass socks to the legs available

858

535 470

460

Amor Chair Metal

TPC-1110-0195
Curved back upholstered side chair for dining 
and meeting rooms. High quality upholstery with 
powdercoated steel tubular leg frame. 858

535 470

460

Bartsool available 
on page 65

TM
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Amor Studio Chair

TPC-1110-0586
Curved back upholstered side chair for meeting 
rooms. High quality upholstery with a matt black swivel 
mechanism base. Includes gas lift. 915-

1105

535 470

530-
720

Geneva Armchair

TPC-1110-0213
The Geneva Armchair is a great example of a multipurpose 
modern upholstered seating option. A mid-century design 
upholstered armchair with wooden legs. Upholstery can be 
in any standard range. Frame finished in any standard wood 
stain. This contemporary armchair is designed to add a 
classy touch to the interiors of hotels and restaurants and will 
fit within many different design schemes.

- Brass socks to the legs available

865

580 560

460

Bartsool available 
on page 65

Geneva with Metal Legs

TPC-1110-0496
The Geneva Armchair is a great example of a multipurpose 
modern upholstered seating option. A mid-century design 
upholstered armchair with tubular metal legs. Upholstery can 
be in any standard range. This contemporary armchair is 
designed to add a classy touch to the interiors of hotels and 
restaurants and will fit within many different design schemes.

865

580 560

460

Geneva Studio Armchair

TPC-1110-0580
Geneva swivel studio chair with upholstered seat and 
back available in standard upholstery ranges with a 
matt black height adjustable base. A perfect chair to go 
around a meeting table. Includes gas lift.

915-
1105

580 540

530-
720

Geneva Hole Armchair

TPC-1110-0466
Geneva Hole Armchair provides a stylish, cost-effective 
and comfortable seating solution and can be used in a 
variety of contract environments across multiple sectors. 
A mid-century design upholstered armchair with Beech 
legs. Upholstery can be in any standard range. Frame 
finished in any wood stain. 

- Brass socks to the legs available

865

580 560

460

Bartsool available 
on page 65

Geneva Hole with Metal Legs

TPC-1110-0495
Geneva Hole Armchair provides a stylish, cost-effective 
and comfortable seating solution and can be used in a 
variety of contract environments across multiple sectors. 
A mid-century design upholstered armchair with metal 
tubular leg frame in a standard RAL colour. Upholstery 
can be in any standard range. 

865

580 560

460

TM

TM
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Geneva Hole Studio Armchair

TPC-1110-0582
Geneva with back detail, swivel studio chair with 
upholstered seat and back available in standard 
upholstery ranges with a matt black height adjustable 
base. A perfect chair to go around a meeting table. 
Includes gas lift.

915-
1105

580 560

530-
720

Geneva Low Armchair 

TPC-1110-0465
A fine dining chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges and Beech 
stained legs available in all standard  wood stains. The 
Geneva Low armchair has a solid wood frame providing 
a fantastic answer to seating in your commercial spaces.

- Brass socks to the legs available

830

580 540

450

Bartsool available 
on page 65

Geneva Low with Metal Legs

TPC-1110-0498
A fine dining chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges and metal 
tubular leg frame in a standard RAL colour. 830

580 540

450

Geneva Low Arm Studio Chair 

TPC-1110-0581
A swivel studio chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges with a matt 
black height adjustable base. A perfect chair to go 
around a meeting table. Includes gas lift.

880-
1070

580 540

530-
720

Horizon Armchair

TPC-1110-0462
Fine dining chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard  upholstery ranges. Beech stained 
legs available in all standard woodstains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

770

580 530

460

Bartsool available 
on page 65

Horizon with Metal Legs

TPC-1110-0497
Horizon arm chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges with metal 
tubular leg frame in a standard RAL colour. 770

580 530

530-
720

TM TM
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Horizon Hole Studio Armchair

TPC-1110-0584
Horizon hole back detail, swivel studio chair with 
upholstered seat and back available in standard 
upholstery ranges with a matt black height adjustable 
base. A perfect chair to go around a meeting table. 
Includes gas lift.

820-
1010

580 530

530-
720

Horizon Hole Armchair

TPC-1110-0463
Fine dining chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges. Beech stained 
legs available in all standard woodstains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

770

580 530

460

Bartsool available 
on page 65

Horizon Hole Metal Legs

TPC-1110-0499
Horizon hole back detail, chair with upholstered seat and 
back available in standard upholstery ranges with metal 
tubular leg frame in a standard RAL colour. 770

580 530

530-
720

Tulip Dining Chair

TPC-1110-0464
Fine dining chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges. Beech stained 
legs available in all standard woodstains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

845

555 550

460

Bartsool available 
on page 66

Tulip with Metal Legs

TPC-1110-0500
Fine dining chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard standard upholstery ranges with 
metal tubular leg frame in a standard RAL colour. 845

555 550

460

Horizon Studio Armchair

TPC-1110-0583
Horizon swivel studio chair with upholstered seat and 
back available in standard upholstery ranges with a 
matt black height adjustable base. A perfect chair to go 
around a meeting table. Includes gas lift.

820-
1010

580 530

530-
720

TM TM
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Tulip Studio Chair

TPC-1110-0585
Tulip swivel studio chair with upholstered seat and 
back available in standard upholstery ranges with a 
matt black height adjustable base. A perfect chair to go 
around a meeting table. Includes gas lift.

915

555 550

530-
720

Sandro Winged Chair

TPC-1110-0029
Fine dining chair upholstered seat and back. Upholstery 
available in fabric or leather from our ranges or COM. 
Ash frame and leg structure. Legs available stained in a 
standard stain or colour.

840

550 545

520

Alberto 01 Lounge Chair

TPC-1110-0034
A crafted high quality piece of lounge seating. The 
Alberto side chair is fully upholstered and would be 
equally at home as a luxurious item of hotel furniture or 
in a communual lounge space.

1000

730 800

400

Battersea Sofa 2

TPC-1112-0065
Two seater Chesterfield style button low back sofa. 
Upholstered in a leather or fabric of your choice.

725

905 1500

480

Battersea Sofa 3

TPC-1112-0073
Three seater Chesterfield style button low back sofa. Upholstered in a leather or fabric of 
your choice.

750

900 1960

450

Battersea Armchair 1

TPC-1112-0050
Single seater Chesterfield style button low back armchair. Upholstered in a 
leather or fabric of your choice.

750

860 1040

450
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Compton Armchair

TPC-1110-0194
Contemporary and comfy! A low back armchair with button detail and timber feet. 
Choose from our fabric ranges for your upholstery requirements.

815

810 875

465

Compton Sofa

TPC-1112-0064
Contemporary and comfy! A low back 2 seater sofa with button detail and timber feet. 
Choose from our fabric ranges for your upholstery requirements.

800

800 1560

450

Denman Lounge Chair

TPC-1110-0203
Part of the Table Place Chairs range this individual 
lounge chair with fluted back is a great addition for the 
coffee or cocktail lounge. Upholstered in standard fabric 
range.

820

690 720

425

Geneva Lounge Chair

TPC-1110-0467
Fine lounge chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in the standard upholstery ranges. Beech 
stained legs available in all wood stains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

800

800 670

430

Kite Lounge

TPC-1110-0475
If you’re in the market for an eye-catching lounge chair which 
is ideal for your bar, restaurant or lounge, then our Kite 
Lounge Chair deserves consideration. This classic lounge 
chair is an inspired classic design with a retro feel. The 
powdercoated metal frame with the contrast of the distinctive 
upholstery makes this product a great addition and talking 
point to a lounge area. This attractive industrial grade flute 
lounge chair is built for endurance, providing years of stylishly 
beautiful but practical performance – helping to give your retro 
themed bar, lounge or restaurant a real taste.

820

780 550

400
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Koral 3 seater

TPC-1004-0026
Koral 3-seater fabric sofa is an elegant and timeless three-seater sofa, perfect for any hotel lounge 
or lobby. Contemporary and comfy! This low back three-seater sofa is available with the option of 
button detail and timber feet. Choose from our fabric ranges for your upholstery requirements.

760

860 2800

450

Koral Armchair

TPC-1112-0160
Koral armchair is an elegant and timeless design, perfect for any hotel lounge or lobby. 
Contemporary and comfy! This low back armchair is available with the option of button detail 
and timber feet. Choose from our fabric ranges for your upholstery requirements.

760

860 820

450

Logan Armchair

TPC-1112-0162
A comfy vintage inspired button backed lounge chair.  
Soft and luxurious. Upholstered in a standard fabric or leather.

880

850 850

470

Logan Sofa

TPC-1112-0159
A comfy vintage inspired button backed sofa. Soft and luxurious.  
Upholstered in a standard fabric or leather.

880

850 2150

470

Koral 2 seater

TPC-1112-0161
Koral 2-seater fabric sofa is an elegant and timeless sofa, perfect for any hotel lounge or lobby. 
Contemporary and comfy! This low back two-seater sofa is available with the option of button 
detail and timber feet. Choose from our fabric ranges for your upholstery requirements.

760

860 2020

450

Springfield Sofa
Sonata Pouffe

See page 72
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Battersea Modular 2 Seater

TPC-1119-0388

Battersea Modular Corner External

TPC-1119-0386

Battersea Modular Corner Internal

TPC-1119-0385

Battersea Modular Seat

TPC-1119-0387

810 810

900 9001200 900

490 490

810

810

900

900

900

600

490

490

Battersea Modular 
Seating System

The battersea modular seating system is a 
chesterfield inspired button back roll top sofa 
that comes in a number of modules to enable 
you to create your seating configurations. 
Can be upholstered in fabric or leather.
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Blok Cube Large

TPC-1119-0277

400

735

1550

900

1550

650

400

400

Blok Seat

TPC-1119-0275

Blok Corner

TPC-1119-0274

735

400

900

900

900

900

400

400

Blok Cube

TPC-1119-0276

Blok Cube 
Seating System
The Blok Cube corner sofa is built on a 
heavy-duty hardwood frame and upholstered 
in any standard fabric ranges. A cube unit 
as part of the Blok modular seating system 
double seam detailing designed for use in 
collaboration zones or hotel lounges.
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Boho Chaise Longue

TPC-1112-0153

710

1230 1550

930

710

930 930

450

Boho Left Corner Module

TPC-1112-0154

Boho Module with backrest

TPC-1112-0152

710

930 930

450

450

930 930

450

Boho Pouffe

TPC-1112-0155

710

930 930

450

Boho Right Corner Module

TPC-1112-0156

Boho Modular 
Seating System

The Boho modular sofa is a 
variety of units that can make up 
your configuration, upholstered in 
a fabric of your choice.
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Capital Button Banquette 900 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0422

900

650 1200

470

Capital Button Banquette 900 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0423

900

650 1600

470

Capital Button Banquette 900 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0424

900

650 600

470

Capital Button 
Banquette
The Capital Banquette has a classic design with a modern spirit. It is 
a buttoned back style dining banquette seating with either a wooden 
plinth base, wooden legs or metal leg frame.This upholstered banquette 
seating is perfect for any hotel public area and can be made to a specific 
size if required. Our Capital Banquette has been designed as part of our 
table place chairs range.
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Capital Button Banquette corner unit  
900 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0278

1200

650 650

470

Capital Button Banquette corner unit  
900 x 900mm

TPC-1119-0425

900

650 650

470

Capital Button Banquette 1200 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0439

1200

650 1200

470

Capital Button Banquette 1200 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0438

1200

650 1600

470

Capital Button Banquette 1200 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0273

1200

650 600

470
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London 
Banquette

London Banquette 900 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0412

900

650 600

470

London Banquette 900 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0426

900

650 1200

470

London Banquette 900 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0411

900

650 1600

470

The London leather banquette seating offers a classic design with 
a professional and upmarket look. It is a fluted back style banquette 
seating with either a wooden plinth base, wooden legs or metal leg 
frame. Manufactured to a commercial grade, this fluted seating is 
suitable for an establishment with a high volume of customers.
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London Banquette 900 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0414

1200

650 650

470

London Banquette corner 900 x 900mm

TPC-1119-0413

900

650 650

470

London Banquette 1200 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0319

1200

650 1200

470

London Banquette 1200 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0409

1200

650 1600

470

London Banquette 1200 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0410

1200

650 600

470
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Paris 
Banquette

Paris Banquette 900 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0417

900

650 1200

470

Paris Banquette 900 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0418

900

650 1600

470

Paris Banquette 900 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0419

900

650 600

470

The Paris Banquette is perfect wooden banquette seating option to add a 
classic look to any commercial space. A roll top back style banquette sofa 
seating with either a wooden plinth base, wooden legs or metal leg frame. 
Add the high back to this wooden banquette seating to get more privacy.
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Paris Banquette 1200 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0320

1200

650 1200

470

Paris Banquette 1200 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0415

1200

650 1600

470

Paris Banquette 1200 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0416

1200

650 600

470

Paris Banquette corner 900 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0421

1200

650 650

470

Paris Banquette corner 900 x 900mm

TPC-1119-0420

900

650 650

0
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Pod 
Banquette

Pod Banquette 900 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0432

900

650 1200

470

Pod Banquette 900 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0433

900

650 1600

470

Pod Banquette 900 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0434

900

650 600

470

Pod Banquettes are exceptional value for money and of very high 
quality. This pod style seating is designed for use in busy commercial 
venues. It is a plain back pod style banquette seating with either a 
wooden plinth base, wooden legs or metal leg frame. Also, this pod style 
high back dining banquette couch is popular with clients because of the 
vibrant range of colour options.
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Pod Banquette 1200 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0427

1200

650 1200

470

Pod Banquette 1200 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0335

1200

650 1600

470

Pod Banquette 1200 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0428

1200

650 600

470

Pod Banquette 1500 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0429

1500

650 1200

470

Pod Banquette 1500 x 1600mm

TPC-1119-0430

1500

650 1600

470

Pod Banquette 1500 x 600mm

TPC-1119-0431

1500

650 600

470
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Pod Banquette corner 900 x 1200mm

TPC-1119-0436

1200

650 650

470

Pod Banquette corner 900 x 1500mm

TPC-1119-0437

1500

650 650

470

Pod Banquette corner 900 x 900mm

TPC-1119-0435

900

650 650

470
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Amor Barstool

TPC-1120-0334
Curved back upholstered bar stool for the bar and high 
level dining. High quality upholstery with Beech stained 
legs and patented ‘Strukta’ integral frame.

- Brass socks to the legs available

1130

595 520

760

Geneva Hole Barstool

TPC-1120-0285
A fine dining barstool with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges and beech 
stained legs available in all standard wood stains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

1100

580 530

740

Geneva Barstool

TPC-1120-0284
A fine dining barstool with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges and beech 
stained legs available in all standard wood stains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

1100

580 530

740

TM

TM

TM

Geneva Low Arm Barstool 

TPC-1120-0286
A fine dining barstool with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges and beech 
stained legs available in all standard  wood stains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

1065

580 540

710

Horizon Barstool

TPC-1120-0281
The Horizon Barstool is suitable for the hospitality 
industry due to its high quality and durability. It is a high 
back barstool with upholstered seat and back available 
in standard upholstery ranges. Beech stained legs 
available in all standard  wood stains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

1080

580 520

740

Horizon Hole Barstool

TPC-1120-0282
Fine dining chair with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges. Ash stained 
legs available in all standard woodstains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

1080

580 520

740

TM

TM

TM
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Tulip Barstool

TPC-1120-0283
Fine dining barstool with upholstered seat and back 
available in standard upholstery ranges. Beech stained 
legs available in all standard woodstains.

- Brass socks to the legs available

1110

600 525

760

Clover Barstool

TPC-1120-0272
A classic style barstool with that 60’s feel. Oak veneered 
seat and back on an Oak frame.

1105

480 470

785

Clover Barstool Upholstered 

TPC-1120-0271
A classic style barstool with that 60’s feel. Upholstered 
seat and back in a standard fabric or leather.

1105

480 470

785

Cosy Cult Barstool

TPC-1120-0125
A designer fabric bar stool with back built on a steel 
tubular base ensuring both style and a sturdy item of 
contract furniture. The Cosy Cult stool comes with an 
upholstered seat and back as standard (all standard 
fabrics available) and is a striking piece of bar furniture. 
The base of this fabric upholstered barstool with back 
comes in lacquered steel as standard and if paired with 
a dark fabric makes the Cosy Cult bar stool the pinnacle 
of industrial furniture.

1040

550 590

780

Hula Barstool 

TPC-1109-0053
Spindle back barstool simple design. Can be finished in 
any standard stain seat pad available.

1110

500 430

810

Cosy Cult Studio

TPC-1120-0353
A designer fabric bar stool without back built on a steel 
tubular base ensuring both style and a sturdy item 
of contract furniture. The Cosy Cult stool comes with 
an upholstered seat as standard (all standard fabrics 
available) and is a striking piece of bar furniture. The 
base of this fabric upholstered barstool with back comes 
in lacquered steel as standard and if paired with a dark 
fabric makes the Cosy Cult Studio stool the pinnacle of 
industrial furniture.

780

440 440

780

TM
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Hula Barstool, Upholstered seat pad

TPC-1109-0054
Spindle back barstool simple design. Can be finished in 
any standard stain and with upholstered seat pad.

1110

500 430

810

Kite Barstool

TPC-1120-0296
This designer Kite Barstool is the stylishly slimline 
answer to your high level or bar seating needs. An iconic 
design with definitive angles that makes this barstool a 
great statement piece. Ideal for hotel or restaurant bars, 
the designer Kite Barstool is just as suitable for cafes 
and bistros as well.

950

510 450

750

Kite Barstool, Upholstered Seatpad 

TPC-1120-0298
This designer Kite Barstool is the stylishly slimline 
answer to your high level or bar seating needs. An iconic 
design with definitive angles that makes this barstool a 
great statement piece. Ideal for hotel or restaurant bars, 
the designer Kite Barstool is just as suitable for cafes 
and bistros as well.

950

510 450

750

Kite Barstool, Upholstered Seat and back

TPC-1120-0297
This designer Kite Barstool is the stylishly slimline 
answer to your high level or bar seating needs. An iconic 
design with definitive angles that makes this barstool a 
great statement piece. Ideal for hotel or restaurant bars, 
the designer Kite Barstool is just as suitable for cafes 
and bistros as well.

950

510 450

750

Mel Barstool, Upholstered Seat Pad

TPC-1120-0085
Contemporary bar stool. Beech leg frame available with 
stains and colours from range or specify. Upholstered to 
standard ranges or COM. 1155

590 525

835

Mel Barstool, Upholstered Seat & Back

TPC-1120-0084
Contemporary bar stool. Beech leg frame available with 
stains and colours from range or specify. Upholstered to 
standard ranges or COM. 1155

590 525

835
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Mel Barstool Veneer Seat & Back

TPC-1114-0030
Contemporary bar stool. Beech leg frame available with 
stains and colours from range or specify. Upholstered to 
standard ranges or COM. 1155

590 525

835

Memphis Barstool

TPC-1114-0025
The Memphis Barstool is strong, durable and perfect for 
any commercial venue. This is a traditional barstool with 
an upholstered fabric seat on a swivel base with footrest. 
The back has a wing and ribbed stitching feature. This 
upholstered swivel bar stools comes in either fabric, 
leather or faux leather choices. A swivel barstool with 
back designed for a long life in a busy bar. The base can 
be lacquered or powdercoated in any RAL colour.

970

560 580

750
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Regan Low Stool

TPC-1121-0060
A classic wire frame barstool with ply-formed seat. 
Powdercoated to a standard RAL with stained seat to a 
standard finish. 560

470 470

450

Regan Mid-Height Stool

TPC-1120-0222
A classic wire frame barstool with ply-formed seat. 
Powdercoated to a standard RAL with stained seat to a 
standard finish. 740

490 480

620

Regan Low Stool with Upholstered Seat 
Pad 

TPC-1121-0116
A classic wire frame barstool with ply-formed seat. 
Powdercoated to a standard RAL with upholstered seat 
to in a standard fabric. 560

470 470

460

Regan Barstool

TPC-1120-0181
A classic wire frame barstool with ply-formed seat. 
Powdercoated to a standard RAL with stained seat to a 
standard finish. 880

510 500

770

Regan Barstool with Upholstered Seat 
Pad 

TPC-1120-0276
A classic wire frame barstool with ply-formed seat. 
Powdercoated to a standard RAL with an upholstered 
seat in a standard fabric. 880

510 500

780

Regan Mid-Height Stool Upholstered  
Seatpad

TPC-1120-0352
A classic wire frame barstool with ply-formed seat. 
Powdercoated to a standard RAL with an upholstered 
seat in a standard fabric. 740

490 480

620
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Tagg Barstool 

TPC-1111-0072
Are you looking for a minimalist yet the practical answer to 
your high stool seating problems? The Tagg Steel Frame 
Barstool with wooden seat and back could be just what 
your bar or casual dining area needs. A solid wood seat is 
shaped for comfort while the steel framework available in a 
raw finish with weld marks showing and a lacquer finish or 
painted to any RAL colour.

1050

420 390

760

Tagg Barstool Upholstered Seat And Back

TPC-1120-0252
Are you looking for a minimalist yet the practical answer to 
your high stool seating problems? The Tagg Steel Frame 
Barstool with wooden seat and back could be just what 
your bar or casual dining area needs. A solid wood seat is 
shaped for comfort while the steel framework available in a 
raw finish with weld marks showing and a lacquer finish or 
painted to any RAL colour. 

1050

420 390

760

Tagg Barstool Upholstered Seat

TPC-1120-0278
Are you looking for a minimalist yet the practical answer to 
your high stool seating problems? The Tagg Steel Frame 
Barstool with wooden seat and back could be just what your 
bar or casual dining area needs. A solid wood seat is shaped 
for comfort while the steel framework available in a raw finish 
with weld marks showing and a lacquer finish or painted to 
any RAL colour. 

1050

420 390

760

Tagg Studio Stool

TPC-1114-0027
The Tagg Studio Stool is a quality steel frame stool with 
a powder coated frame available in any RAL colour 
or lacquer. Designed for use in bars, cafes and pubs, 
this industrial style stool suit vintage and retro design 
schemes perfectly. The Tagg Studio Stool is available 
with a wooden seat pad, or you can choose to have this 
upholstered seat in any standard wood stain.

740

370 380

740

Tagg Studio Stool Upholstered

TPC-1121-0086
The Tagg Studio Stool is a quality steel frame stool with 
a powder coated frame available in any RAL colour 
or lacquer. Designed for use in bars, cafes and pubs, 
this industrial style stool suit vintage and retro design 
schemes perfectly. The Tagg Studio Stool is available 
with a wooden seat pad, or you can choose to have this 
upholstered seat in any standard fabric.

750

370 380

750

Blackpool Stool

TPC-1121-0021
Iconic looking wire frame low stool with an upholstered 
seat pad in leather or fabric.

400

430 430

400
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Clerkenwell Stool

TPC-1121-0084
This leather bar stool is designed for the Miami bar! 
A classic ‘D’ leather seat stool with metal cantilevered 
frame. Upholstered seat. The metal frame of this leather 
bar stool can be coated in a number of finishes.

650

550 450

650

Parlour Stool

TPC-1120-0051
Wooden Beech bar height stool with a shaped seat 
and four legs. Timeless design suitable for bar and 
restaurant design. Can be stained in any of our standard 
stain or painted in any RAL colour.

800

420 430

800

Parlour Stool with Upholstered Seat Pad

TPC-1110-0227
Wooden Beech bar height stool with a shaped seat 
and four legs. Timeless design suitable for bar and 
restaurant design. Can be stained in any of our standard 
stain or painted in any RAL colour.

820

420 430

820

Spin Stool Oak 

TPC-1120-0012
Industrial design swivel bar stool. Round timber seats 
stained or painted in a standard stain or colour. Steel 
framework in a lacquer or powdercoated to any standard 
RAL colour.

500-
770

400 400

500-
770

Spin Stool Upholstered 

TPC-1120-0354
Industrial design swivel bar stool. Round upholstered 
seats in a standard fabric or leather. Steel framework in 
a lacquer or powdercoated to any standard RAL colour. 500-

770

400 400

500-
770

Studio Max Stool

TPC-1120-0182
Industrial style wood and metal frame barstool with a 
plywood seat in a dark walnut finish and rustic style 
frame. Unique design with attractive black metal joints. 
This indoor barstool is popular with modern, themed 
bars and restaurants. This metal leg barstool frame 
comes in a huge selection of fun colours to brighten up 
your venue.

610

300 300

610
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Tokyo High Stool

TPC-1120-0083
Distinctive stool with hairpin frame legs. Upholstered 
seat. All available in our standard finishes and fabric 
selections. 760

400 400

760

Cylinder Pouff

TPC-1114-0041
The Cylinder Pouf is a stylish low stool, fully upholstered 
and available in leather or the fabric of your choice. This 
cylinder footstool is a system of upholstered seating 
with a strong, yet minimalistic character. Suitable for 
restaurants, hotel lobbies and rooms, waiting areas or 
office break out spaces. Match this indoor cylinder pouf 
with the rest of the collection for the perfect look.

460

400 400

460

Cylinder Large Pouff

TPC-1114-0057
The Cylinder Pouf is a stylish low stool, fully upholstered 
and available in leather or the fabric of your choice. This 
cylinder footstool is a system of upholstered seating 
with a strong, yet minimalistic character. Suitable for 
restaurants, hotel lobbies and rooms, waiting areas or 
office break out spaces. Match this indoor cylinder pouf 
with the rest of the collection for the perfect look.

460

400 800

460

Hex Large Pouff

TPC-1114-0055
The Hex Pouf, cube style seat is ideal for any modern 
venue, available in any standard fabric, great for adding 
pops of colour. 440

770 770

440

Sonata Pouff

TPC-1114-0040
Casual and cute, Sonata Pouf is the perfect pick for any 
seating ensemble. The Vibrant jewel colours and deep plush 
velvets makes this upholstered pouf perfect for a finishing 
touch to the living area or a bedroom revamp. Place this 
Sonata Pouf anywhere for that finishing touch and use it 
either as a pouf seating or as a footstool that provides that 
extra seat in lounge areas. No matter how you put this one to 
use, it’s sure that this pouf seating will add style with its fabric 
upholstery showcasing a solid hue that coordinates nicely 
with the metallic base.

480

490 490

480

Hex Small Pouff

TPC-1114-0042
The Hex Pouf, cube style seat is ideal for any modern 
venue,  available in any standard fabric, great for adding 
pops of colour. 460

450 450

460



fabrics &
finishes

A fully tried and tested fabric range, suitable for contract use 
and tested globally. These fabrics meet the requirements for fire 
and contract use all across the world. All fabrics we recommend 

are Crib 5 compliant for the contract environment Globally.

73
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finishes  |  wood stains

oak

beech

029016_ivory 037040_window grey 047023_concrete grey 145014_pigeon blue

166034_pastel turquoise 175018_may green 186021_sage green 6035_pearl green

155012_light blue 135022_night blue 124008_purple 113015_light pink

4009_pastel violet 093020_traffic red 103003_maroon 082010_signal orange

021002_sand yellow 1018_zinc yellow 1026_luminous yellow 069005_midnight black

dimension - black analine 
- b207

the roastery - smoked oak  
- b208

the jetty - grey stain  
- b210

looking natural - natural oak 
- b216

the school fence - medium oak 
- b218

the fjords - white analine  
- b219

barn beam - jacobean 
- b209

dimension - black analine  
- o207

the roastery - smoked oak  
- o208

the jetty - grey stain  
- o210

looking natural - natural oak  
- o216

the school fence - medium oak 
- o218

the fjords - white analine  
- o219

oak - barn beam - jacobean  
- o209

finishes  |  RAL colours
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charcoal - 8504 beige - 1501 light grey - 1502 wheat - 1503 light brown - 1504

dark brown - 2501 brown - 2502 chocolate - 2503 dark chocolate - 2504 black - 2505

sunset - 3501 yellow - 3502 orange - 3503 rhubarb & custard - 3504 putty - 3505

neutral - 3506 grass - 3508 autumn red - 4501 dusk - 4502 deep red - 4503

red brown - 4504 deep pink - 4505 blueberry - 5501 lavender - 5502 soft purple - 5503

category a  |  revival

autumn pink - 5504 soft pink - 5505 aqua - 6501 light blue - 6502 mid blue - 6503

midnight sky - 6504 sea blue - 6505 dark blue - 6506 liquorice - 6507 hazy purple - 6508

green - 7501 bright green - 7502 moss - 7503 olive - 7504 dark grey - 8030

stone - 8501 grey - 8502

category a  |  revival
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blue - 9606 white - 0001 sand - 1006 cream - 1069 light brown - 2005

rust - 2023 dark brown - 2031 golden green - 3030 light orange - 3083 coral - 3094

deep red - 4008 maroon - 4009 burgundy - 4017 purple - 4020 red - 4027

orange - 4030 dark orange - 4066 dark purple - 5004 violet - 5005 deep blue - 5096

light blue - 6005 aqua - 6007 marine - 6011 night blue - 6018 blue moon - 6026

category a  |  momentum

dark teal - 6031 navy - 6071 dark blue - 6080 midnight - 6098 emerald - 7008

lime - 7011 moss - 7019 dark green - 7020 teal - 7023 forest green - 7033

fog - 8002 dark grey - 8007 rock - 8009 anthracite - 8010 elephant - 8027

black - 8033 stone - 8044 hedgehog - 9228 pinball - 9244 sea floor - 9268

badger - 9289

category a  |  momentum
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black - 9810 hounds tooth - 9106 stone - 9112 chocolate - 9201 smoke - 9212

dark brown - 9216 canary - 9301 corn - 9304 sun - 9307 clementine - 9311

jaffa - 9314 rhubarb - 9401 bergen - 9403 red - 9405 mulled wine - 9407

burgundy - 9409 grape - 9501 baby blue - 9601 crystal blue - 9603 sapphire - 9605

oxford - 9607 midnight - 9609 blueberry - 9611 humpback blue - 9613 winter blue - 9615

category b  |  diversity

peppermint - 9701 jolt - 9704 ocean - 9706 butterfly green - 9708 mojito - 9711

apple - 9713 lizard - 9715 olive - 9717 green - 9719 seaweed - 9721

concrete - 9801 light grey - 9802 zebra - 9804 inc - 9806 charcoal - 9808

category b  |  diversity
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white room beige before beauty scroll of parchment harvest pearl band

clear light wake up association cinder road revelations

illusion in the woodland lotus rose tiger curry electric prune

morning glory hippo dream stone cheer rust never sleeps bark

shady grove jungle marmalade lime ranger the green tambourine fever tree

category b  |  emotion faux leather

moby grape jewel in the crown the peppermint trolley lagoon mist blue cheer

the imperial ultimate spinach battle ship blues basic blues the palace

night watch silver city stone cheer window to the stars dark train

category b  |  emotion faux leather
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laundry candle paris sky cloud pebble

baseball riding boot locomotive berries broadway

lucky mangrove pigeon field clay

ballet hamper merchant voyage gulf stream

category c  |  journal real leather

ice luxury moon chimney cocoa

shadow huntsman pipe nappa carmenere

atmosphere duck egg ocean

category c  |  explore faux leather
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ebony coast motley horizon ancient

burnt roots wood wine classical

ensign rhythm folk gypsy hogan

icon corn fresco bind euphoric

clouding mist chrome

category e  |  tradition real leather

cream - 1008 white - 1010 beige - 1014 putty - 1018 mole - 2024

dark brown - 2007 anthracite - 2010 mustard - 3081 tangarine - 3003 rust orange - 4094

red - 4027 deep red - 4028 maroon - 4017 violet - 5096 dark blue - 6009

midnight blue - 6017 navy - 6016 blue - 6003 aqua - 7077 teal - 6091

green - 7013 racing green - 7016 forest green - 7029 moss - 7004 stone - 8027

grey - 8007 charcoal - 8010 black - 8033

category d  |  vitality
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leaf green - 7005 lime - 7012 citrus - 7013 forest green - 7020 kiwi - 7021

mist - 8002 black - 8003 ice - 8004

category e  |  infusion

charcoal - 8009 siberia - 1006 beige - 1025 brown - 2004 burnt - 2007

dark brown - 2010 pumpkin - 3003 mustard - 3006 deep red - 4014 burgungy - 4017

blush pink - 4022 magenta - 4024 red - 4028 flamingo - 5005 dark blue - 5008

blackcurrent - 5015 purple - 5096 star of bombay - 6004 blue - 6006 light blue - 6011

navy - 6013 turtle bay - 6015 midnight blue - 6016 sapphire - 6032 copenhagen - 6098

category e  |  infusion
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1. DEFINITIONS in these conditions: 

• ‘The Seller’ means Table Place Chairs;

• ‘Goods’ means any item which is to be sold by 
the Seller;

• ‘The Buyer’ means any person, company or 
organization which buys or has agreed to buy any 
goods.

1.1.  No representative, agent or salesman has any authority 
to waive or vary any of these conditions on behalf of the 
Seller and any suggested qualification in these conditions 
shall be deemed to be excluded unless actually written 
into this form and signed by a Director or the Secretary on 
behalf of the Seller.

2. ACCEPTANCE OF ORDER

2.1.  These conditions shall form part of every contract of sale of 
goods entered into by the Seller and no alteration shall be 
effective unless in witting, signed by an authorised officer 
of the Seller and referring to these conditions.

2.2.  The placing of an order by the Buyer, whether or not based 
upon quotation, shall not be binding on the Seller, unless 
accepted by it in writing.

2.3.  No representations or undertakings made or given on 
the Seller’s behalf prior to contract shall be binding on 
the Seller, unless incorporated expressly in writing in the 
contract.

2.4.  Goods offered by the Buyer which are out of stock will be 
placed on backorder unless the Buyer shall specify Ex-
stock or Cancel in its order.

2.5.  The Seller shall have no obligation to accept the return of 
goods which shall be surplus to the Buyer’s requirements 
or ordered in error. Any decision by the Seller to accept 
the return of goods for credit shall not affect the Buyer’s 
obligation to pay the price thereof on the due date for 
payment and such credit shall not exceed 90% of the price 
of the goods and shall be conditional upon the goods and 
packaging being returned without any damage or marking 
within 30 days of the Seller’s invoice.

2.6.  If the Buyer shall require any change in the terms or 
arrangements for the performance of the contact it shall 
inform the Seller promptly and shall not implement any 
change without its consent.

2.7.  The Seller shall be under no obligation to acknowledge 
receipt of an order from the Buyer. No binding contract is 
created until an order is accepted by the Seller

3. SPECIFICATION

3.1.  All specification, drawings and data contained in the 
Seller’s catalogues or otherwise supplied by the Seller are 
approximate only unless otherwise stated in writing.

3.2.  The Seller reserves the right without prior notice to effect 
modifications and design changes and to discontinue 
manufacture of any goods as part of a continuous 
programme product development.

4. FABRIC/ LEATHERS & UPHOLSTERY

4.1. Any upholstery fabrics specified and ordered by the client 
that does not meet the obligatory contract hospitality Crib 
5 FireCertification, will result in an increased cost and 
increase the lead time of the entire project by at least 3 
weeks. There is a minimum order quantity of 5 metres per 
fabric that requires Crib 5 Treatment.

4.2.  When the Buyer supplies the fabric/ leather for a project 
the lead time does not start until the material has been 
received at the Sellers warehouse, and has been signed 
for in perfect condition.

4.3.  The Seller will not take responsibility for the fabric/ leather 
until it has been received at the Sellers warehouse, and 
has been signed for in perfect condition.

4.4.  When the Buyer supplies the fabric/ leather for a product, 
the warranty on the upholstery and material wear is void.
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5.  SELECTION

5.1.   The Buyer shall be responsible for determining whether the 
goods ordered are suitable and sufficient for this purpose.

5.2.  The Seller shall have no liability for the failure of the goods 
to perform in accordance with specification when such failure 
shall be caused by their operation in conditions which shall be 
unsuitable unless the Buyer shall have stated in its order that 
such conditions would apply and the Seller have accepted 
such stipulation in writing.

6.  PRICES

6.1.  Prices quoted by the Seller are based upon its prices ruling 
at the date of quotation and the Seller reserves the right 
to adjust its prices at the time of acceptance of order to 
reflect any increase in the cost of supplying the goods or the 
publication of a newprice list occurring after quotation.

6.2.  Unless otherwise stated in writing prices quoted by the Seller 
are exclusive of the cost of packaging and delivery and VAT.

6.3.  The Buyer shall not be entitled to make any deduction from 
the price by way of setoff or counter-claim

7.  PAYMENT

7.1.  Payment shall be made before delivery, unless agreed credit 
terms.

7.2.  Monthly Credit Account terms are full payment by last working 
day of the month following invoice date.

7.3.  Payment made by the means of a cheque, bill or 
documentary credit shall be deemed to be effected when 
honoured and all costs of discounting and enchasing shall be 
borne by the Buyer.

7.4.  Time for payment shall be of the essence of the contract.

7.5.  In the event of delay in payment the Seller shall be entitled to 
charge interest at 4% per annum above Lloyds Bank plc base 
rate, without prejudice to its other rights.

7.6.  During any such period of default and at any time when 
the Seller shall have reasonable grounds for doubting that 
any payment by the Buyer will be made on the due date, 
the Seller shall be entitled to suspend work and withhold 
deliveries, without prejudice to its right to payment for goods 
delivered and work done and expenses incurred in connection 
with undelivered goods which shall become immediately due 
and payable.

7.7.  If such default or other circumstances shall continue for a 
period of 14 days, the Seller shall be entitled to terminate the 
contract by written notice to the Buyer, without prejudice to its 
other rights.

7.8.  The granting by the Seller to the Buyer of time or other 
indulgence shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of the 
Seller’s rights under paragraphs 6.5. and 6.6.

7.9.  The Seller shall have a general lien over any goods of the 
Buyer in its possession for all money due to it from the Buyer. 
If any lien is not satisfied within 14 days of such money 
becoming due, the Seller may sell the goods as agent for the 
Buyer and apply the proceeds, after deducting the expenses 
of sale, towards the monies due and the balance (if any) shall 
be paid to the Buyer.

8.  DELIVERY TIMES

8.1.  The time for delivery shall be calculated from the date of 
acceptance of order by the Seller or from the date of its 
receipt of all information required to fulfil the order, if later.

8.2.  The time for delivery shall not be of the essence of the 
contract.

8.3.  The Seller shall be entitled to make partial deliveries and 
these conditions shall apply to each delivery.

8.4.  The Seller shall endeavour to meet the Buyer’s delivery 
requirements but shall not be liable for any loss or damage 
caused by delay in delivery and the Buyer shall not be entitled 
to cancel the contract because of such delay.

8.5.  Each delivery shall be considered a separate transaction 
and the failure of any one delivery shall not affect the due 
performance of the contract as regards to other deliveries

9.  DELIVERY

9.1.  Unless otherwise agreed, delivery shall be affected at the 
premises of the Buyer or other place specified in the contract 
for delivery and the method of carriage and choice of carrier 
shall be determined by the Seller.

9.2.  The Buyer shall be responsible for paying the Seller’s 
carriage charges unless it shall make its own arrangements 
with the agreement of the Seller prior to the Seller arranging 
carriage. If the goods shall be collected by the Buyer or by a 
carrier pursuant to arrangement made by the Buyer, delivery 
shall be deemed to take place on collection.

9.3.  If delivery should be delayed at the request of the Buyer, 
the Seller may place the goods in store at the Buyer’s risk 
and the Buyer shall pay such storage costs and other costs 
incurred by the Seller as a result of such delay

10.  TITLE AND RISK

10.1.  Title to the goods shall remain in the Seller until payment in 
full is made by the Buyer.
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10.2.  The provisions of paragraph 9.1. shall not prevent the Buyer 
from fixing the goods to any other product or selling the goods 
in the normal course of business but in the event of sale to 
the extent of the Buyer’s indebtedness to the Seller in respect 
of the goods, the Buyer shall hold the proceeds of sale or the 
right to receive the same on trust for the Seller and shall, at 
its request, either (i) place the proceeds of sale in a separate 
account of the Buyer in such a way as to be identifiable as in 
the beneficial ownership of the Seller, or (ii) assign the right to 
receive the proceeds of sale to the Seller.

10.3. If the Buyer shall default in payment for any goods and any 
time when the Seller shall have reasonable grounds for 
doubting that payment for the goods will be made on due 
date, the Seller, without prejudice to its other rights, may 
enter upon any land or premises where the goods may be, to 
detach them if fixed, and to recover possession of them.

10.4.  The risk in the goods shall pass to the Buyer on delivery or 
placing in store, in accordance with paragraph 8.3.

11.  DAMAGE IN TRANSIT

11.1.  The Seller shall have no liability in respect of goods lost or 
damaged in transit unless the Buyer or its agent notes such 
loss or damage on the delivery receipt and gives notice 
thereof in writing to the Seller and the carrier within 7 days 
of delivery or such shorter period as may be required by the 
carrier’s conditions of carriage or, in the case of the whole 
consignment failing to arrive, gives notice thereof in writing 
to the Seller within 7 days of receipt of the Seller’s invoice or 
dispatch note or the estimated date of delivery, if later.

11.2.  The Seller’s liability in respect of goods lost or damaged in 
transit shall be limited to repairing or replacing such goods.

12.  LIABILITY

12.1.  The Seller’s liability shall be limited to repairing or replacing 
the goods if proved defective solely as a result of faulty 
materials or workmanship with any such liability limited to 12 
months from receiving the goods.

12.2.  Subject to any statutory provision to the contrary, the liability 
of the Seller under this Clause shall be in lieu of and to the 
exclusion of any other condition, warranty or other term, 
whether express or implied by law, as to the quality of the 
goods or their fitness for any particular purpose or otherwise 
and, subject as aforesaid, the Seller shall have no liability, 
whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, in respect of any 
defect in the goods of any injury, damage or loss resulting 
from such defect.

13.  INDEMNITY

13.1.  Subject to any statutory provision to the contrary, the Seller 
shall have no liability for any loss or damage suffered by any 
third party caused directly or indirectly by the goods, whether 
as the result of their operation or use otherwise and whether 
as the result of any defect therein or otherwise and the Buyer 
shall indemnify the Seller from any claim arising from any 
such loss or damage.

14.  FORCE MAJEURE

14.1.  The Seller shall not be liable for any loss or damage 
sustained by the Buyer by reason of any act of God, war, 
riot, strike, lock-out, governmental control or regulation, 
abnormal weather conditions, accident, breakdown or any 
other circumstances beyond the Seller’s control and in such 
event, insofar as the contract shall not have been performed, 
the Seller may either terminate the contract and return any 
advance payment received or delay delivery for such period 
as may be necessary.

15.  CONFIDENTIALITY

15.1.  All drawings and other documents supplied by one party to 
the other shall remain the copyright and property of the party 
supplying the same and may not be copied or reproduced 
without its consent and such documents shall be returned in 
the event of the contract not being made or completed.

15.2.  Any trade sector confidential information supplied by either 
party to the other shall be kept confidential information and 
shall not be disclosed to any third party without the consent of 
the party supplying the same.

 

16.  INFRINGEMENT

16.1.  The Buyer shall notify the Seller immediately of any 
circumstances coming to its attention which may be likely 
to give rise to any claim that goods infringe the rights of any 
third party and shall permit the Seller to conduct any action or 
negotiations in respect thereof in the name of the Buyer but at 
the Seller’s expense.

16.2.  In the event of any such claim being successful, the Seller 
shall indemnify the Buyer against any liability it may sustain to 
such third party, but shall have no other liability to the Buyer 
in respect thereof.
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17.  NOTICES

17.1.  Any notice to be given by either party to the other shall be 
properly given if sent by telephone, fax or post to the party 
to be served at its head office or last known address and 
shall be deemed to have been served, in the case of postal 
delivery, where the normal course of post it would have been 
delivered.

18.  LAW

18.1.  The contract shall be governed by English law and the 
English courts shall have jurisdiction to determine any dispute 
between the parties in relation thereto.

19.  MAINTENANCE

19.1.  Cleaning Tables: Standard surfaces – No strong chemicals 
are to be used on any surface, we recommend using warm 
soapy water and a non-abrasive cloth. Mill table surface – 
The surface is manufactured from non-porous composite. 
It resists mossy build up and stains, so needs very little 
maintenance. To remove spills and marks, simply use a mild 
detergent and a cloth. Steer clear of solvents. Do not use 
chemicals and abrasive cleaners that could damage the 
surface of the mill top. Made from non-porous composite 
so it resists mossy build up and stains, so needs very little 
maintenance.

19.2.  Cleaning Chairs: Frames – No strong chemicals are to be 
used on any surface, we recommend using warm soapy 
water and a non-abrasive cloth.  Leather and upholstery – 
Prochem is a good brand which offers leather and upholstery 
commercial grade cleaners.

19.3.  Maintenance – Spare table feet will be provided on every 
order, however if more are required please email or phone 
and these will be provided. Stone tables supplied by Table 
Place Chairs have been protected with SEALAstone, a 
commercial sealant, all other tables supplied by Table Place 
Chairs have been sealed with a matt lacquer. All products 
are made from natural materials, so they will age and 
variations should be expected. This is all part of the product’s 
appearance.

ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION:

All images, text and technical data is Copyright.
Images, colours and dimensions may vary slightly from the 
publication. Samples are on request and may be chargeable.
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